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The planning and programming necessary to derive the Navy
Programming System is a major function of the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations (CNO). It is through the proper execution of this func-
tion that the effort of the entire Navy is initially guided and subsequently
controlled. The effectiveness with which these responsibilities are carried
out is a measure of the performance of the Department of the Navy and is
2
significantly reflected in the Navy's role in the total defense effort.
This study is an attempt to evaluate how the CNO is organized
for optimum programming, planning, and budgeting to facilitate the
decision -maxing process. A review of this total process would be an
exceedingly large task and beyond the parameters of this thesis. In order
to observe this process, a segment of the CNO organization was selected
for analysis.
The element of the CNO organization chosen for this purpose is
the Appropriation Sponsor for Operations and Maintenance, Navy (0&M,N)
The term programming system is defined as the total process
of developing, submitting, and implementing approved programs of the Navy.
2
U.S. Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, Navy Programming Manual
,
Parti, QPNAV90-1, 1964, p. 1*1-1.

2fluids and his responsibility for the administration of these monies. This
Navy Appropriation Sponsor, more commonly known as the Deputy Chief of
Naval Operations (DCNO) for Logistics, is responsible for coordinating and
justifying the programs under his cognizance at all stages in the budget
process. His responsibility includes the justification of programs within
his area of operation- -for example, representing the CNO, as the principal
witness on program requirements during Congressional hearings on the
budget.
The purpose of the 0&M,N appropriation is to provide funds to
operate and maintain naval forces and their supporting shore establishment
2
so that these forces are maintained in a high state oi readiness. From a
financial point of view, 0&M,N is an important segment in that it consti-
tutes 22 per cent of the Navy's annual budget.
The scope of this analysis is limited to the O&M, N appropriation
administered within the CNO organization. Therefore, it excludes those
funds appropriated directly to the Commandant of the Marine Corps.
The methodology of this study was to evaluate the responsibilities
3




U.S. Department o± the Navy, Office of the Comptroller, The
Budget Process in the Navy, October, 1959, p. 55.
3
The Navy Programming Manual is the standard reference docu-
ment for all aspects of the Navy Programming System.

and other pertinent public documents and compare this responsibility with
the performance of the various organizational elements which render sup-
port to him in the O&M, N area.
In the next chapter, the Navy organizational structure is analyzed
to indicate the Appropriation Sponsor's position in the Navy hierarchy.
The Department of Defense Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System
(PPBS) is next evaluated to provide information on the implications of the
System's objectives and its effect on the Appropriation Sponsor. v'iTith the
Navy organization and PPBS as a background, the specific responsibilities
of the Appropriation Sponsor are reviewed. In conjunction with these
responsibilities, the duties and responsibilities of the Office of the Assistant
for Programs and Budget (OP-04D) to the O&c A, N Appropriation Sponsor
are examined. This office is charged with providing total information and
staff support to the Sponsor.
The interview technique was used because there was no single set
of written procedures available. Interviews were held with the personnel
of the Office of the Assistant for Programs and Budget and the eight Major
Activity Sponsors who provide the substantive management information
necessary for the Appropriation Sponsor to carry out his assigned duties.
The interviews with the Assistant for Programs and Budget and
the eight Major Activity Sponsors centered on the following questions:
What is the role of an Appropriation Sponsor?
What is the role of a Major Activity Sponsor?

4What financial information do you obtain for OM&N funds? Is it
adequate t Would better communication or computer service help to
accomplish your objectives? What are your views on an integrated
data system?
Asa Major Activity Sponsor, how do you visualize your relation-
ship with the appropriation OfeMN? Could this relationship be
improved ?
Could the O&MN Sponsor benefit by any organizational improve-
ments or staffing to support the Major Activity Sponsor?
Could the Major Activity Sponsor benefit by any organizational
improvements or staffing to support the Appropriation Sponsor?
How does the procedure on witnesses for program requirements
work? Who does the justifying i How is coordination with other
Activity Sponsors accomplished?
How is coordination of program and major activity program
objectives accomplished?
What guidance do you get from the Appropriation Sponsor?
How are priorities and size of programs determined?
How is the presentation and justification of programs accomplished
at the various echelons of the budget review cycle?
How do you accomplish the continuous review of 3tatus and per-
formance of programs funded under budgets of the Appropriation
Sponsor?

5How is liaison accomplished with appropriation Administrators
(Bureaus, CNM, Systems Commands, and Offices) to keep currently
informed of fiscal actions relating to the appropriation during all
phases of budget formulation? Are there organization problems?
Are there staffing problems? What can be done to benefit or imple-
ment organizational improvements ?
Additionally, interviews were held with personnel of the Office of
the Chief of Naval Material (CNM) and the Office of the Navy Comptroller
(NAVCOMPT). These two offices provide support to the Appropriation
Sponsor but are not within the well-defined communication channels of the
immediate CNO organization. Only those questions that were pertinent to
CNM and NAVCOMPT were used in the interviews with these organizations
because they perform functions different from those of the Major Activity
Sponsor. The questions were limited to the role oi the Appropriation
Sponsor, the financial information received, the presentation, justification,
and review of budgets, and the liaison involved. Additionally, discussions
were held on the services performed by CNM and NAVCOMPT in the O&M.N
area and how these relate to the Appropriation Sponsor.
Of the questions asked each Major Activity Sponsor, those that
related to the roles and relationships of the Appropriation Sponsor and the
MAS, guidance from the Appropriation Sponsor, size and priorities of pro-
grams, and the ability to monitor the budget execution were given greatest
response, and indicated a difference in performance between the

responsibilities of the Appropriation Sponsor as set forth in the Navy Pro-
gramming Manual and that actually experienced. Generally speaking, the
response to organizational and staffing problems, as well as liaison prob-
lems, did not mase an important contribution to the study except in OP-04D
where all three areas are significant problems.
The conclusions of this study are based on the comparison of the
applicable written regulations and procedures with the personal interviews
conducted, in the hope that the following question may be answered: Is
the CNO, O&M.N Appropriation Sponsor organized in an optimum manner




Before analyzing the Appropriation Sponsor's role, it is necessary
to understand his position in the organizational structure of the Navy. The
organization of the Department of the Navy provides for two distinct chains
of command: one for operational control and the other for administrative
matters. (See Fig. 1.) At the top of this dual -type structure is the Chief
of Naval Operations (CNO). The Appropriation Sponsor for the O&M.N,
the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Logistics), functions as one of the
CNO's principal assistants. (See Fig. 2.)
The Commanders in Chief of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets report
to the CNO on matters of training, logistical support, and administration.
Fleet operations are conducted through the operational control
chain of command by TasK Force Commanders. When a mission must be
performed, an organization is activated for this purpose within the exist-
ing Task Fleet which has the responsibility for the geographical area
involved. The First, Seventh, Second, and Sixth Fleets are the currently
existing Task Fleets that carry out the actual operations of the Navy in the
Pacific and Atlantic Ocean areas. The Task Force activated for a specific
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it is activated until it is deactivated as directed by the force commander.
The officers who man the positions in its command structure generally
occupy positions in the administrative chain of command as their permanent
duty assignments. The Type Commanders concerned designate the ships
from their commands to take part in the planned operations. Because of
the mission of the Navy and its "on call' nature, the scheduling of ships
for operations and maintenance is often very complex and is one of the
primary sources of difficulty in administering the Navy's financial
1
management.
The administrative organization is permanent in nature. It is in
this structure that the Appropriation Sponsor functions. The administrative
chain of command is responsible for providing continuity and insuring that
the maintenance and administration of the ships is carried out effectively.
The Type Commander is the third echelon of command (Fig. 3), under whom
similar types of ships or units are grouped. The type commands within
each of the two fleets are: Amphibious Force, Cruiser -Destroyer Force,
Submarine Force, Mine Force, Naval Air Force, Service Force, Fleet
Marine Force, and a Training Command. Each type command is further
subdivided into flotillas (or groups, as they may be called), squadrons, and
divisions, to coordinate matters and to consolidate communication between
For a more complete discussion of the naval organization, see
U.S. Department of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Naval Qrienta-
tion, NAVPERS 16138-D, 1961, p. 210.
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Fig. 3.—Administrative Chain of Command,




the individual ships and the Type Commander.
In addition to the dual chain of command, the other organizational
element that has an influence on funding i3 the headquarters staff in Wash-
ington, D. C. , which is headed by the Secretary of the Navy and the CNO.
This is true because the programs are submitted by all administrative
commands to the CNO for approval, after which the CNO must obtain con-
2
currence of the Secretary oi the Navy and his staff (Fig. 1). It is the
Appropriation Sponsor's involvement with these programs and their
administration which is the main theme of this study.
On May 1, 1966, the Navy was reorganized. It changed much of
the bureau structure by replacing the bureaus with Systems Commands
under the cognizance of the Chief of Naval Material, who in turn was to
report to the Chief of Naval Operations (Fig. i). This new organization
was implemented to align the operational and funding responsibilities under
the senior naval officer (CNO). In the previous organization, the channel
of communications went from the bureaus to the Chief of Naval Material,
via the Under and Assistant Secretaries, to the Secretary of the Navy
(Fig. 5). Under this system, many of the management decisions were
3
made without any consultation or guidance from the CNO.
Interview with Captain R. C. Barnhart, USN, Assistant for Pro-
grams and Budget, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Logistics), Office Oi
the Chief of Naval Operations, January 4, 1967.
I
U.S. Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, The Navy Planning, System , OPNAV Instruction 5000. 19C, August 13,
1963, Enclosure 3, p. 1.
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SECRETARY OF THE NAVY



























Source: U. S. Department of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Naval
Orientation, NAVPERS 16138-D 1961, p. 19^
Fig. 5. —The Chief of Naval Operations




PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, AND BUDGETING
General
The planning, programming, and budgeting system used in the
Department of Defense is the principal management tool with which the
Secretary of Defense molds a comprehensive, world-wide plan of action.
Objectives are set, programs are mapped out for their accomplishment,
and budgets are prepared to finance the approved programs. The Appro-
priation Sponsor participates in all of the phases in the DOD program that
involve the Navy. Before going into detail about the Operation and Main-
tenance, Navy appropriation, a brief discussion of the planning, program-
ming, and budgeting system is presented as background material.
The planning phase begins with the annual preparation of the Joint
Strategic Objectives Plan by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This document
contains their recommendations concerning the military forces and mili-
tary programs that should be supported over the next five to eight years.
Each spring the Secretary oi Defense reviews the Joint Strategic Objectives
Plan and makes his preliminary decisions regarding the forces and pro-
grams described. On the basis of the "tentative force guidance" that
Charles J. Hitch, Decision Making for Defense (Berkeley and Los




emerges irom this review, the services prepare their change proposals to
the basic plan of the nation's defense posture, the Five -Year Defense Plan.
The Five -Year Defense Plan is divided into eight major programs
that cut across traditional armed service boundaries. The programs are:
Strategic Retaliatory Forces; Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces;
General Purpose Forces; Airlift and Sealift Forces; Reserve and Guard
Forces; Research and Development; General Support; and Military
2
Assistance Program. Each program is, in turn, divided into program
elements which are defined as integrated combinations of men, equipment,
and installations whose effectiveness can be related to national security
3
objectives. For example, the Amphibious Assault Force is one of many
elements that constitute the General Purpose Forces. The force structure
document gives program data, a description of the forces involved, tasks
and missions, procurement lists, facility list3, and describes all the pro-
gram elements in physical terms, such as missiles and ships, as well as
in monetary terms. In this way the input (dollars) and output (physical
4
items) for each element is shown. Military forces are projected eight




U.S. Department of the Navy, Office of the Director of the Program
Information Center, Presentation Notes for POP Programming System in




, p. 32. Ibid. , p. 38.
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five years into the future. The military mission structure and the long-range
planning horizon employed in the Five -Year Defense Plan are the two major
characteristics of the Department of Defense Planning, Programming, ana
Budgeting System.
With the planning and programming accomplished, the final phase in
the process consists ox translating the approved programs from their mis-
sion-oriented format in the Five -Year Defense Plan into an appropriation
structure where they will become the basis for the Navy's segment of the
Department of Defense budget.
Appropriation Structure
The Constitution provides that 'no money shall be drawn from the
3
Treasury, but in consequence of appropriations made by law. ' The money
that is made available each year to operate the Fleet comes from the annual
appropriation entitled Operation and Maintenance, Navy. It can be
defined as a statutory authority to make payments out of the Treasury for
the purpose of operating ana maintaining the ships in the Navy's attack,
amphibious assault, antisubmarine, anti-air warfare, and submarine
U.S. Department of the Navy, Presentation Notes for POD
Programming System
. . . , op. cit . , p. 13.
2




United States Constitution, Article 1, Sec. 9 (7).

13
forces. The Operation and Maintenance, Navy appropriation is composed
of three levels of sub -categories with the first level consisting of eight
major activities. These are: General Expenses; Navy Personnel; Ships
and Facilities; Weapons and Facilities; Medical Care; Civil Engineering;
Servicewide Supply; Servicewide Operations; and Naval Petroleum
2
Reserves. This study is concerned with the Appropriation Sponsor's
relationship with the Major Activity Sponsors of these activities and the
support he receives from the Office of the Navy Comptroller and the Chief
of Naval Material.
Budget Formulation
Development of the budget in the Navy is largely a matter of bureau,
office, and systems command responsibility, since each bureau, office, or
systems command is required to prepare the budget for those activities for
which it has management responsibility. In this way, financial and manage
-
3
ment responsibility is kept aligned within the organizational pattern. The
bureaus, offices, and systems commands are charged with the tasks of
formulating their budgets, justifying the requests at all levels of review,
and executing the budget. Justification of the various programs requiring
U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Appendix to the Budget of the United
States Government for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1967 (Washington:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 376.
2
U.S. Department of the Navy, Office of the Comptroller, Budget
Digest, Fiscal Year 1 967
y
December, 1966, pp. 54-57.
3






dollar support is handled by the Appropriation Sponsor and his staff within
the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations.
The budgeting phase of the Department of Defense Planning, Pro-
gramming, and Budgeting System is theoretically done by breaking down
the financial requirements for the program elements contained in the
Five-Year Defense Plan into the proper appropriation structure categories
and then integrating all the parts into a budget. This can be done for any
2
year of the five years covered by the force structure document.
In practice, the budgeting cycle of the bureaus, offices, and systems
commands begins in November when they call for the financial requirements
(without justification) of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets so that program
objectives can be prepared by them. These program objectives are the
financial objectives that those commands would like to achieve for the
budget under preparation. Usually in November the budget call is issued
for the amounts of money the two Fleet Commanders estimate that they
will need for the fiscal year two years hence. The replies of the Fleet
Commanders are based upon the requests of their Type Commanders for
funds and reflect past usage data, expected force level increases, and
3
the expected tempo of operations.
Interview with Captain Barnhart.
Hitch, op. cit .
, p. 38.
3
Interview with Mr. M. R. Rohall, Supervisory Budget Officer,




The program objectives thus obtained are submitted in March to the
Chief of Naval Operations and the Deputy Comptroller, who review them and
set upper limits on the appropriations. These limits usually involve a reduc-
tion of the submitted figures. The reductions are divided among the Bureaus,
Offices, and Systems Commands receiving funds from the several appropria-
tions. Within each of these organizations the cuts are further distributed to
the budget activity level where they are typically applied to those larger
programs that are not as easily defended as others. For example, a reduc-
tion in the program objective for the Operation and Maintenance, Navy
appropriation may result in a Major Activity Sponsor absorbing a portion of
the cut.
Some of the large programs are difficult to change. Fuel funds are
typical, in that it is difficult to reduce them, because experience shows that
pleas for fuel conservation generally are not effective. In fact, consump-
tion sometimes increases after the request. Overhaul funds and restricted
availability i'unda (which pay for emergency repairs at shipyards) are sub-
ject to reduction, but the effects of cuts can often be dramatically portrayed
and defended. This leaves funds for alterations to vessels and supplies and
2
equipage funds especially susceptible to being decreased.
To Bureau, Office, and Systems Command claims that underfunding






replacement, a condition that causes ships to be unable to maintain their
prescribed material allowance levels, the budget examiners typically
respond with: "How large are your allowance deficiencies, and how sig-
nificant are they?" At the present time, the Navy has encountered difficulty
in answering these questions, because the allowances for supplies and
equipage are based on estimates and are therefore subject to error and
bias.
Without giving the Fleets any indication of the final program
objectives, the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands request justifi-
cation in February for the funds requested in November. This information
2
is used later to defend the budget that is formulated.
During April and May, the Bureau, Office, and Systems Command
budget personnel engage in the preparation of Program Change Requests
(PCR) for those programs requiring significant funding increases (or
decreases). The Program Change Requests are due in June and are
extensively reviewed prior to being submitted to the Secretary of Defense.
Sometimes the decisions dealing with individual PCR's are made fairly
soon after the June deadline, while at other times the decisions are
delayed until December. Until a final decision is made by the Secretary,
however, budget officers at all echelons must prepare budgets based on
previously approved funding levels as well as on the proposed levels. The
'ibid. Ibid.

coordination and review of the PCR's is monitored and controlled by the
Appropriation Sponsor and his staff within the Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations.
Review and Authorization
The first step in the budget review process begins in August when
the Nav/ Comptroller examines the budget. If he makes cuts in the budget,
the reasons for the cuts are presented to the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems
Commands, which may then argue their case. Unresolved cases at these
levels may be referred to the Secretary of the Navy if any party feels
strongly that the cut should be restored. The Secretary has the final
responsibility for the Navy's budget, and in any given year his objective
will probably fail somewhere along a broad spectrum of choices. These
range from a determination of the amount of money he feels is necessary
to fulfill the Navy's program responsibilities to that of getting the best
possible naval program within the assigned budget limitations. After he
has made his decisions, the budget must undergo the two final steps in
the budget review process. Because of the size and complexity of the
Defense budget, the reviews oi the Secretary oi Defense and the Bureau of
the Budget are combined. These reviews occur in early October. The
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Interview with William E. Elliott, Assistant for Budget to the
Deputy Chief oi Naval Operations (Dogistics), Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, February 17, 1967.
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within his assigned budget limitation, while the Bureau of the Budget aims
to get the best budget for the government within the frameworK of the
Administration's fiscal policy and program goals. At whatever level
considered, the review process is one of aligning the budget requests in
order to achieve the best possible over -all program with the funds likely
to be granted by the Congress.
Finally, the President'3 budget is presented to the Congress.
Work commences in the House of Representatives where, by custom, all
appropriation bills originate. The House Appropriation Committee dele-
gates the military portion of the budget to the Subcommittee on Department
2
of Defense Appropriations, which conducts detailed hearings on the budget.
The committee members concentrate their attention on the items that
represent the largest increases from the previous budget, and they
usually, though not always, adopt a position of guarding the Treasury. As
Aaron vVildavsky points out:
Guardianship [pi the Treasury^/ provides the Congressmen with a
stance that supplies reasonably clear instructions- -cut the estimates
--while keeping the area within which they must focus their attention
--the largest increases --manageable in terms of their limited time
and abilitv to calculate. '






3Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the Budgetary Process (Boston:
Little, Brown, and Co. , 1964), p. ltl.
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When the subcommittee has completed its work, the appropriation
bill is presented to the Appropriations Committee and from there it goes
to a vote on the floor of the House. Because of the tremendous workload
of the Congress, legislation is parceled out to committees and subcommit-
tees, whose members examine it in detail and whose recommendations
are usually accepted.
The Senate receives the House version of the appropriation bill and
conducts its own hearings through its Subcommittee on Department of
Defense Appropriations, comprising members of the Senate Appropriations
Committee. The emphasis of the Senate review is on the cuts made by the
House.
A member of the Senate Appropriations Committee is likely to
conceive his proper role as the responsible legislator who sees to
it that the irrepressible lower House does not do too much damage
either to constituency or national interests.
Many of the reductions made by the House are restored, at least in
part, by Senate action, and a joint committee is established, including
members from both branches of Congress. The final mark-up of the bill
coming from this joint committee is usually accepted and sent to the Presi-
Z
dent for signature. Arthur Smithies has briefly summarized Congres-




2An excellent account of the entire Federal budget cycle is presented
by David J. and Attiat F. Ott, Federal Budget Policy ( Washington: The
Brookings Institution, 1965), Chapter III.
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In terms of aggregate figures, the Congress makes small rather
than large changes in the President's figures. A bonafide cut in the
President's appropriation requests of as much as 5 per cent, even
by a hostile Congress, is the exception rather than the rule. The
normal pattern of Congressional action is for the House to make a
substantial cut in the budget total, for the Senate to restore a large
part of the cut, and for the conference to reach a compromise that
is not far from the President's requests.
Budget Execution
The execution phase of the budget cycle is thought of as beginning
when the President signs the appropriation bill into law. Although Congress
gives to the Navy authority to obligate the appropriated funds, the Bureau of
the Budget, as the representative of the President, restricts the amount of
obligations that may be incurred, usually on a quarterly basis. Bureaus,
Offices, and Systems Commands must submit an apportionment request to
the Bureau of the Budget through a chain of review similar to that which
reviews budget requests and, like the budget requests, the one for apportion-
ment is subject to being reduced. The actual submission of the apportion-
ment request takes place in the latter part of May so that, if the authorization
of the desired appropriation has not taken place by June 30, the Bureau of
the Budget can quickly act upon the continuing resolution that Congress
generally passes just before the fiscal year ends. The continuing resolution
allows programs already under way to be funded at the previous rate but
does not allow new programs to obligate funds. This early action on
A rthur Smithies , The Budgetary Process in the United States
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1955), p. 140.

2t>
apportionments permits a smooth transition from one fiscal year to the
next. Once Congress has authorized the budget, the Bureau of the Budget
compensates for the new spending totals by adjusting the funds through
apportionment throughout the remainder of the fiscal year. The apportion-
ment process is used as an instrument of fiscal policy to control the rate
of government spending, as a method of establishing reserves and effecting
savings and as a way to insure the development of up-to-date financial plans
reflecting the latest program changes.
When the apportionment has been made to the Bureaus, Offices,
and Systems Commands via the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of
the Navy, allotments are then granted to the Fleet Commanders, who in
turn make suballotments to their Type Commanders. Here the chain ends,
and, rather than being granted allotments, ships receive authority to incur
obligations for needed material by citing their type commander's allotment
subject to limits set according to the type of ship involved. The responsi-
bilities of the various echelons in the chain of command for proper execu-
tion of the budget are:
The Fleet Commander is responsible for reviewing and revising
as necessary the annual financial plan throughout the year, as well
as improving the methods used for preparing future plans.





The Type Commander is responsible for financial management of
the ships to include planning, administration of funds, analysis of
obligations and expenditures, cost accounting, and performance
reporting.
Each Commanding Officer is responsible for the effective and
economical use of funds and material within his command.
U.S. Department of the Navy, Office of the Comptroller, Navy
Comptroller Manual
,
VIII, NAVEXOS P- 1000
-8, January, 1961, p. 1-6.

CHAPTER IV
THE APPROPRIATION SPONSOR FOR OPERATION
AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY FUNDS
The Introduction to this study discussed in broad terms why the
responsibility of the O&M.N Appropriation Sponsor was chosen. Chapter II
provided a general background on the Appropriation Sponsor's position in the
present organizational structure of the Navy. Chapter III indicated the
Navy's involvement and emphasis given to the Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting System. Now that the background information on the environment
of the Appropriation Sponsor has been discussed, it is appropriate to delin-
eate his specific responsibilities and determine what service his organiza-
tion performs within the Navy's financial management environment.
Specific Responsibilities
The Appropriation Sponsor for Operation and Maintenance, Navy
funds is responsible for:
Coordinating the objectives of all Program and Major Activity
Sponsors in support of their appropriations, and providing over -all
appropriation guidance to the Major Activity Sponsors.






Resolving, in coordination with Program and Major Activity
Sponsors, the relative priority and size of programs within their
appropriations
.
Presenting and justifying their programs, with the assistance
of the Program and Major Activity Sponsors and other Sponsors, as
necessary, to all echelons in the budget review cycle.
Continuously reviewing the status and performance of pro-
grams funded under the appropriations which they sponsor.
Maintaining close liaison with Appropriation Administrators
(Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands) and keeping currently
informed of fiscal actions relating to the appropriation during all
phases of budget formulation and execution.
Other responsibilities and procedures are further assigned in the
Appropriation "Operation and Maintenance, Navy' for program control and
financial administration in the SECNAV Instruction 7042. 7C and
7NAVCOMPT Instruction 7042. 14. The Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
This instruction is entitled 'Allotments granted from- -Contingen-
cies of the Navy- -of the appropriation- -Operation and Maintenance, Navy--
use of. ' It establishes policies and procedures for the use of official
representation funds allotted from "Contingencies of the Navy. ,! The
Instruction is only of minor significance to the subject matter of this study.
2
This instruction is entitled Operation and Maintenance, Navy-
-
appropriation administration of. " Its purpose is to further outline appro-
priation administration responsibilities and procedures in connection with
the administration of funds under the 'Operation and Maintenance, Navy'





(DCNO) for Logistics (the Appropriation Sponsor lor 0&M,N funds) is
designated the point of contact within the CNO organization for these
appropr iations
.
DCNO (Logistics) and the Assistant
for Programs and Budget
In the CNO organization the Appropriation Sponsor's responsibility
for O&M.N funds is carried out by the DCNO (Logistics) OP-04 (Fig. 2).
Within his staff the Assistant for Programs and Budget (OP-04D) provides
the staff assistance to the DCNO (Logistics) in his area of responsibility as
Appropriation Sponsor for Operation and Maintenance, Navy money. The
Programs and Budget Staff is the point of contact within the DCNO (Logistics)
organization for all program and budget matters and serves as liaison with
the various Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands, SECNAV,
NAVCOMPT, the Navy Department Program Information Center (NDPIC),
and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) for all program and budget
matters under the cognizance of DCNO (Logistics) - -i. e.
,
program change
requests budget back-up material, point papers, Congressional inquiries,
etc. This office is responsible for reviewing Navy, Air Force, Army,
Marine Corps, and other DOD agency program change requests, for coordi-
nating these proposals with the various offices of the OP-04 organization for
appropriate screening and comment, and for providing assistance in the
preparation and timely submission of OP-04 sponsored program changes.
It prepares the Congressional statements for the DCNO (Logistics)
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presentation and compiles bacK-up material to aid in responding to Congres-
sional questions during these hearings. During the Program Budget Decision
(PBD) review, the office serves as a point of contact for all PBD's relating
to the O&M.N budget submissions. This entails continuous close coordina-
tion with offices in the CNO organization, the Navy Material Command,
Bureaus, Offices, Systems Commands, and NAVCOMPT in arranging the
Navy's review of OSD decisions and the preparation of ' reclamas'' where
appropriate. A representative of OP-04D supports the DCNO (Logistics)
during the PBD presentations held within the CNO organization and separately
with the Secretary of the Navy. In the presentation before the Congress, a
representative of the office provides documentation support for the DCNO
3(Logistics).
OP-04D does not develop budgets or maintain accounting records and
reports. It has a staff of only two people, and O&M, N and other appropria-
tion sponsorships constitute 22 per cent of the Navy's dollars budgeted.
Typically, it uses information gathered elsewhere. These data are analyzed
and interpreted to determine essential elements of information and important
program or appropriation financial status implications are brought to the
4
attention of the DCNO (Logistics).
PBD's are tentative decisions by the OSD on Navy Budget submis-
sions held in November and December each year.
2
[hg Kg -- Pfr£
fl
£*™mlng '' an^aL op. cit . , a«iMl a reclame ar< a
formal appeal in the DOD decision-making process through which an issue
that has been disapproved (in whole or in part) may be resubmitted for
further consideration.
3 4
Interview with Captain Barnhart. Ibid.
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Assistant tor Programs and Bucket (OP-04L)
Responsibilities
The Assistant for Programs and Budget (OP-04D) is the principal
staff adviser for matters involving programs and budgets under the cogni-
zance of the DCNO (Logistics). In that capacity he serves as the principal
liaison for the DCNO (Logistics) with the Office of the Comptroller, the
Office of General Planning and Programming, and other offices concerning
programs and budgets. When directed by the DCNO (Logistics), he dissem-
inates guidance for programs and budgets within the office of the DCNO
(Logistics) and coordinates the preparation and submission of program and
budget data under the cognizance of the DCNO (Logistics) lor transmission
to other offices. He collects and insures consistency of program and budget
data for use in budget reviews and presentations by the DCNO (Logistics).
When required, he represents the DCNO (Logistics) at program and budget
hearings and reviews.
The other staff member in OP-04D is the Budget Officer. He sup-
ports the Assistant for Programs and Budget in all facets oi his responsi-
bility, including acting in his place during his absence. In this budgeting
Capacity, the Budget Officer coordinates the DCNO (Logistics) program-
ming responsibilities related to the Navy's Program objectives. This
includes providing programming counsel and guidance to OP-04 Program
Element Sponsors; coordinating and assisting in the development of the




required Program Change Requests and Program Objective Change Propo-
sals within OP-04; and reviewing and controlling the submission and the
up-dating of Navy Program Objectives for OP-04 cognizance Program
Elements. He coordinates the submissions for the periodic up-dating of
the DCNO (Logistics) assigned portions of the Five -Year Defense Plan.
The Budget Officer provides necessary liaison on matters relating
to cognizant DCNO (Logistics) Program Elements with Program Element
Sponsors, Appropriation Major Activity Sponsors, Office of the Chief of
Naval Material, Navy System Commands, and the Office of General
Planning and Programming. He serves as the point of contact on and exer-
cises control over Logistic? Group inputs to the SECNAV Management
Information Center. He monitors and keep? DCNO (Logistics) apprised of
the financial status of appropriations and programs for which he is assigned
principal responsibility, by (1) analysing financial and procurement program
status reports to appraise the spending relative to current plans, to detect
dollar shortages or excesses, and to uncover or disclose what appear to be
problem areas, and (2) participating in reprogrammim* actions affecting
DCNO (Logistics) -sponsored appropriations.
The Budget Officer's participation in monitoring and coordinating
the development, review, and deliberations related to the DCNO (Logistics)
sponsored appropriations (OfeM, N and OPN) continues through all levels of
OPN is the acronym for the appropriation "Other Purchases Navy, "
the administration of which is not relevant to this study.
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Navy review and coordinates the Navy PBD process for the DCNO (Logis-
tics) Military Construction Appropriation. This involves coordination with
the Major Activity Sponsors, CNM, System Commands, and NAVCOMPT
on the initial submission of the budget request to NAVCOMPT, the
NAVCOMPT !mark-up !! of the initial budget submission, and the PBD and
reclama processes. He assists in the screening of proposed reclamae and
in briefing the DCNO (Logistics) in preparation lor bis attendance at the
CNO and Secretarial level reviews of the reciamas related to his budgets.
The Budget Officer also compiles logistics budget back-up documen-
tation, outlines the OP-04 study plan, and provides support to the DCNO
(Logistics) at Major Force Oriented Issue meetings and briefing rehearsals
involved in the SECNAV and CNO Posture Hearing preparation. He assists
in the formulation of Congressional statements and furnishes liaison,
when directed, with House and Senate Appropriation Committee staffs
preparatory to the DCNO (Logistics) presentation of O&M.N and OPN appro
priation requests. He provides back-up to the DCNO (Logistics) during
presentations of appropriation requests to the Congress by providing docu-
mentation and other information to assist in responding to Congressionr-l
questioning.
The Budget Officer edits and arranges for cognizant offices to
review and edit Congressional testimony transcripts related to the DCNO
The term "mark-up relers to the recommended budget reductions
of NAVCOMPT as determined during their budget review process.
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(Logistic 8) budget presentations, and conducts special studies, projects, as
assigned, and reviews, comments, and counsels on matters concerned with
the Navy's logistic programs and budgets.
The OfcM,N Budget Cycle 2
About September 1, the first important event for the Appropriation
Sponsor is the review of the buaget submission by NAVCOMPT. There is
no written requirement that the budget be submitted via the Appropriation
Sponsor. However, OP-04D is usually informed, and liaison is established.
When NAVCOMPT determines the mark-up, it is promulgated directly to
the Bureaus, Office?, and Systems Commands. Once the mark-up is
published, OP-04D intervenes as a catalyst. OP-04D arranges the sessions
on the NAVCOMPT mark-up and reclamas, and the DCNO (Logistics) par-
ticipates in these sessions in the role of a judge. The usual management
procedure is to delegate the decision to the persons involved and have them
3
agree on a proposed plan of action. This system has worked out well. In
these sessions the Appropriation Sponsor is a decision maker. If there are
issues that cannot be resolved, the problem moves up the chain of command
to the DCNO and, if needed, the CNO Advisory Board for determination.
Typewritten job description for the functions in OP-04D, undated,
p. 2.
2
Interview with Commander R. F. Murphy, Jr. , SC, USN, Budget
Officer for Programs and Budget, DCNO (Logistics), Office of the Chief of




The final decision on any problem area within the Navy rests with the
Secretary of the Navy.
The Director of Budgets and Reports (NAVCOMPT) of the Navy pre-
sents the proposed Navy budget to the Secretary oi the Navy. It is at this
time that any unresolved issue? are resolved. After the SECN - V review
and approval, the agreed budget and control dollars are forwarded to the
Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands for development of the Navy's
budget submission to OSD. This year, this happened on October 3, 1966.
The second significant occurrence is the OSD /BOB joint review of
the Navy budget submission. This review process extends over some three
weeks, during which time OSD/BOB develop questions in areas that they
challenge.
In late October and early November, a series of reviews is begun
with OSD/BOB and Navy representatives. It is at this time that OSD/BOB
ask their questions. Then the CNO and the supporting Bureaus, Offices,
and Systems Commands give their answers. For example, John Lobi and
his analysts from NAVCOMPT provide the financial analysis support.
Someone from OP-04D is always present for program, support. These
hearings are very informal. An appropriate amount of time is allowed for
collecting whatever additional data are needed for justifications. This
review goes on for another three weeks into late November and early
December, when the Program Budget Decisions (PBD's) begin to be
received. These decisions actually flow to NAVCOMPT, which holds a
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routing conference and decides what appropriation is affected by these
decisions. It is then that the O&M.N decisions are forwarded to OP-04D.
Any PBD involving O&M, N funds is distributed by OP-04D to desig
nated Major Activity Sponsors having cognizance. Separately, copies of
these PBD's are provided by NAVCOMPT to the Bureaus, Offices, and
Systems Commands. OP-04D asks the Major Activity Sponsors to report
within twenty-four hours whether they desire to enter a reclama. If there
is need for coordination within the Systems Commands, CNM will provide
this assistance. BuPers and BuMed are handled separately. If the three
of them require coordination, then OP-04D will bring them all together.
After twenty-four hours have elapsed since receiving the PBD's,
the Deputy CNO for Planning and Programming (OP-09Q) holds a review
session to pass judgment as to whether there is a strong case for a
reclama. If the Ma^or Activity Sponsor has insufficient justification, the
reclama may end here. Those reclamas that survive the OP-090 review
are forwarded to the Secretary of the Navy within seventy -two hours. At
the SECNAV meeting the Deputy Comptroller of tie Navy presents the
claimant's case. All interested parties attend this meeting and contribute
A reclama can be made only if the Navy indicates that a clerical
error has been made, or if there is new evidence that would materially
change the facts.
2
This means that a particular claimant must have an information
system that is capable of giving a quick response, for if the justification




as requested toward making the decisions. These meetings persist from
late November through mid-December. At the conclusion of this process,
Presidential budget control numbers are derived and the Navy proceeds to
develop the detailed Presidential budget justification. After this has been
accomplished, the budget goes back to the OSD for incorporation in the
President's budget. A few weeks later, usually in mid -January, the budget
is sent to the Congress.
The third meaningful event for the Appropriation Sponsor is the
Congressional review. It is at this juncture that the DCNO (Logistics), the
O&M, N Appropriation Sponsor, goes before Congress and appears as the
principal witness. At this time he moves out in front- -no longer is he in
the background. OP-04, with his support (OP-04D and the Black Box ),
answers many of the substantive questions put forth by the various Congres-
sional Committees. If there are questions involving financial detail of the
budget, the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands, representatives
are there for additional support.
The OP-04 focus is on being well informed on all the broad aspects
of the O&M.N appropriations, including such topics as civilian substitu-
tion" and "management of resources. " OP-04D, in preparation for the
Congressional reviews, identifies the highlights of financial information
i
The term black box refers to a tile indexed to specific budget
information. When questions are addressed to the DCNO (Logistics) by
the Congress, the detailed information on the particular line item is
immediately available to provide the required explanation.
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in which the Congress may have an interest. This is not limited merely
to dollars. Such questions as: What items In the 0&M,N budget will
attract attention? What issues does the wording of the justification raise?
Are there governmental or political implications that may affect specific
items in the budget?" are also pursued.
How the Assistant for Programs and Budeet Carries
• " 1 "
Out His Responsibilities 1
In reality, it is the events just discussed in the budget cycle that
determine the effectiveness of the Q&M,N Appropriation Sponsor. He acts
as a catalyst, a decision maker, and a presenter of justification and other
information to the Congress. He does not do all, nor is he capable of doing
all, that is required in the Navy Programming Manual. For example, he
is suppcsed to resolve, in coordination with Program and Major Activity
Sponsors, the relative priority and size of programs within appropriations.
First of all, the word program' ' is very much misused. There are pro-
grams that relate to Polaris, Naval Stations, etc. , and many units in the
Navy refer to their endeavors as a program in much the same manner as it
is defined in the dictionary. Vith everyone in the organization using the
word program with a different connotation, program responsibility is most
difficult to determine. To give another illustration, using a hypothetical
case, it may be necessary to cut back flying hours to stay within budget
Interview with Commander Murphy.
•
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limitations, the appropriation sponsor cannot make this decision; it must go
all the way to the CNO Advisory Board. There is a serious question as to
what he is supposed to do because it has not been delineated. Further,
within the CNO organization there is an imbalance where other DCNO's of
equal stature can have as much to say on the same subject.
The organizational link between the Bureaus, Offices, and the Sys-
tems Commands differs with different Major Activity Sponsors. This has
been left to the discretion of the individual in the particular job. Because
a Major Activity Sponsor's duties are only generally defined, his perception
of his role determines the type and quality of the information the Major
Activity Sponsor obtains from the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands
The 0&M,N Appropriation Sponsor has a need for an effective financial
information flow. If the Major Activity Sponsors know of problems, they
are fed to OP-04D. However, OP-04D is not a total information center
since some of the Major Activity Sponsors do not effect liaison with them.
OP-04D is the BCNO (Logistics) staff for the O&M.N Appropriation Sponsor,
to provide the total information service, but they are not always aware of
the financial problem areas. It may be that OP-04, through other channels,
is aware of all the facets of a particular problem; if so, it is less serious.
Whereas, if he is not given the necessary information in a timely manner,
it could have serious ramifications.
The financial information obtained from the Major Activity Sponsors
relates primarily to unfunded requirements. Beyond this, typically, only
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requested information is provided. The aspects of these duties constitute
the workload for most of the year. This is an area where OP-04D seems
deficient because OP-04 is not aware, on a regular basis, of the status of
execution of the budget and this is recognized by those within OP-04D. The
problem lies in inadequate staffing and the development of a responsive
information system. Information should be coming up as well as down, and
that is not the case right now. Most emphasis is put on building the budget,
justifying it, and getting it approved. Better communications might be bene-
ficial, but the principal requirement is determining what OP-04 needs to
know. He should be able to answer such questions as: What should be
examined in order to monitor the budget execution? Where are the weak-
nesses in the budget execution? Is there reprograrnming money to cover
emergency requirements? The Major Activity Sponsor could give OP-04D
better support, but his role is limited to what little is defined and what he is
creative enough to do.
In the working relationship with OP-04D, it appears that the Major
Activity Sponsors appear to be staffed to almost what they need. Their use-
fulness is determined by the type of relationship they enjoy with the Bureaus,
Offices, and Systems Commands.
The coordination of Program and Major Activity Program Objectives
could be improved. Typically, these objectives focus on forces. That is,
how many ships, of one type or another, are needed. Force objectives are
easier to quantify. The actual support cost implications of force decisions
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are not part of the specific Navy program decision process. Program and
supply support decisions are not as consciously made as the force decisions.
Typically, the construction cost oi ships and aircraft have risen considerably
in recent years, whereas the O&M, N supply support money has not. The
supply support money is difficult to defend since allowance lists are consid-
ered arbitrary. Yet, if the problem is considered in all its aspects, the
force decision could be much different if the supply support information
were available.
Generally speaking, most of the time of OP-04D is spent passing
budget and programming guidance, setting deadlines for crisis reports,
and requesting special information in problem areas. There is not suffi-
cient time nor is there staff to give over -all guidance to the Major Activity
Sponsors. Theoretically, when you have competed for the dollars, you
have done this ahead of time by justifying the program. Where there is




The OfcM.N money Is divided into eight Budget Activities. The
Appropriation Sponsor has a Major Activity Sponsor (MAS) to support him
*n6 to coordinate hi3 interests in each of these budget activity areas in the
planning, programming, and budgeting for the naval forces and their sup-
porting establishment. The MAS may not be located within the Appropriation
Sponsor's organisation.. However, the overriding consideration of both the
Appropriation Sponsor and the MAS is to maintain these forces in a high
state of readiness at minimum cost. For Fiscal Year 1967, the force
structure supported by the O&M.N funds was 949 active fleet ships and
6,789 land and carrier-based aircraft. The total O&M.N appropriation for
Fiscal Year 1967 was $4. 3 billion. The balance of this chapter consists
of interviews with the eight Major Activity Sponsors ?.ncl a discussion of the
interrelationships each of them, has with the Appropriation Sponsor.
2
Activity i; General Expenses, Navy Personnel
This activity provides training for approximately 150,000 recruits.
It also provides the technical, scientific, and professional training and
Interview with Commander Murphy.
2
Interview with W. A. Johnson, Head of the Procurement Research




education for approximately 402,000 officers and enlisted men; and the finan-
cial support for approximately 9, 000 NROTC midshipmen in civilian colleges.
Additionally, it iunds the expenses of the U.S. Naval Academy, which is
educating 3,900 midshipmen in preparation for officer career .
Major Activity Sponsor (MAS) No. 1 sees the Appropriation Sponsor,
more or less, as the referee between the Major Activity Sponsors. Fie also
views him in a supportive role with NAVCOMPT during budget review and at
other times. Thirdly, he envisions the Appropriation Sponsor's role as the
person who justifies the program to the Congress. In regard to the MAS role,
he sees it as being the same role as that of the Appropriation Sponsor but at
the Bureau level.
A multitude of performance reports are received monthly, and a
budget i3 received irom each activity yearly. The performance reports
indicate how much had been authorised tor their budget and how it was dis-
tributed. One type of report is by commitment, obligation, and authoriza-
tion, which indicates the money spent and the ^uncling that has not been used.
Another report is by object class, which shows the specific type of expendi-
ture incurred. The manpower reports received are used for comparing the
on-board count with that authorized. When these and other reports are
received as a total entity, the variances between funding planned and the
actual expenditures are easily recognized. In addition to these reports, this
Department of the Navy, Budget Digest, Fiscal Year 1967, p. 56.
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activity contributes staff to the Inspector General's on-site reviews and the
CNO manpower team surveys which review the total military and civilian
manpower requirements of the field activities. All the Joint Strategic
Objective Plan, the Program Objectives, and the Five-Year Defense Plan
information is processed through this office. Mr. Johnson considers his
information system most adequate.
The information system was implemented for mechanization, but he
claims the information is obsolete when it comes out of the machine system.
He states that the internal reports are constantly changing and that the
excessive time for key-punching makes it impractical to stay mechanized.
Therefore, the information system can, in his opinion, be updated faster
and cheaper manually than by machine. His budget cuts are based on the
combination of value judgments, the monthly reports, and other pertinent
data.
Mr. Johnson regards the Appropriation Sponsor as his boss. He
works through OP
-04, and reports these developments to the Chief of Naval
Personnel. The relationship with OP-04 is adequate and, in his opinion,
needs no improvement. He does not feel that his staff needs any changes to
give better support to the Appropriation Sponsor.
In the budget review process OP-04 is at the NAVCOMPT hearings
as their supporter. The MAS makes the presentation supported by Bureau
The Chief of Naval Personnel plays a dual role in that he is also
the DCNO (Personnel), OP -01, in the CNO organization.
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personnel. In the OSD/BOB hearings, the Bureau of Naval Personnel,
NAVCOMPT, and OP-04 join hands. In the Congressional hearings, OP-04
is the principal witness and support is given by the Chief of Naval Person-
nel and his Bureau personnel.
In the area of coordination of program objectives, an annual
request is made by OP-04 to submit the program requirements for the
Five -Year Defense Plan; at the same time, a request comes from OP-01.
This information is distributed to the program managers for development
of plans and costs, and then the data go back up the line to OP-04 and OP-01,
There is very little guidance given to the Major Activity Sponsor
by the Appropriation Sponsor. What guidance is given consists of passing
down some statistical requirements, the PCR's, the PCD's, and setting
deadlines for ctata requested.
The priorities and the size of programs are determined by the
program managers within the MAS jurisdiction. The MAS requests
recommendations from the various components on the BuPers programs
and asks for their submission in priority order format.
The contacts with the Appropriation Sponsor are daily. Some-
times, the contacts are on an hourly baoib. The relationship and staffi
appear to be adequate, and the Appropriation Sponsor is unaware of any
organisational changes that in his opinion would be beneficial.
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Activity 2; Weapons and Facilities
Funds for this activity finance the Naval and Marine Corps flight
operations in support of the military missions of the Navy. This includes
the combat operating forces, such as carrier air groups, missile -firing
ships, Marine air wings, land -based patrol squadrons, and other supporting
units. Extensive flight training is also programmed with this money to
provide the crews for these missions. The shore establishment support
funding for these weapons /systems comprises air stations, ammunition
2
depots, and ordnance plants.
This Major Activity Sponsor (MAS) defines the Appropriation Spon-
sor's role as one of programming emphasis. He sets the priority of pro-
grams over others in the operating areas. In regard to the MAS, his duties
can be summarised into two functions. First, he coordinates the Air Sys-
tems Command with the policies of the DCNO (JLogistics) and the DCNO
(Air). Secondly, he correlates the financial plans with the programs.
These functions are encountered on a day-to-day basis in the operations
area. The MAS emphasis is on having to keep up with the implementation
of the over -all program. He accomplishes this by reviewing the tempo of
operations and the obligation rates of the Fleet in a type of performance
analysis.
1
Interview with Dt. Colonel K. M. Scott, 13SMC, Assistant for Avia-
tion, O&M.N, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air), Office of the Chief
of Naval Operations, February 24, 1967.
2
U.S. Department oi the Navy, Budget Digest , op. cit. , p. 56.
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The Major Activity Sponsor obtains financial reports from the oper-
ating areas. These reports are used to substantiate the forces that the Navy
is providing anc to justify the programs to OSD. Another type of report is
generated by the aircraft accounting system which indicates where operations
are taking place, what these operations are, and the aircraft used. More
detailed reports are received on the use of aircraft as far down as the air-
craft unit (user) level. These reports indicate what the particular organiza-
tion had programmed and what has been done toward accomplishing these
goals. All 01 these reports are continuously monitored and form, the basis
for almost all programs. The present reporting sy tern is not adequate;
however, a new system is being implemented to overcome this deficiency.
This system is called AIKMACS (Aircraft Resources Management Control
System). The system will enable the MAS to utilise a computer to provide
an integrated data system. Its outpxit will provide analyzed data of require-
ments and usage for personnel base -loading, aircraft configuration, and
ground and ordnance support equipment.
The MAS sees the Appropriation Sponsor as being interested in logis-
tics, whereas the MAS is interested in the programs. The MAS is a user of
logistics. Presently, O&M.N funds cannot be isolated. The requirement is
to monitor the 0&M,N funds within the programs. This situation is being
improved by the implementation of program element sponsorship. The
problem of identifying and monitoring the various programs is less compli-
cated than for other Major Activity Sponsors, since there is only one Air
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Systems Command, and the MAS is with the system throughout all its stages:
research and development, investment, provisioning, operations, and
retirement.
The information necessary to support witnesses in the budget review
process is based on program requirements rather than on operations.
DCNO (Air) is responsible for all capital investment. The witnessing func-
tion is provided b/ the Air Systems Command at the NAVCOMPT, OSD/BOB,
and Congressional levels. The DCNO (Air) coordinates and correlates
the requirements in terms of the force levels and the tempo of operations.
The mathematical phase, such as pricing, is furnished by the Air Systems
Command. The DCNO (Logistics) is also a witness at all levels o£ review.
The Major Activity Sponsor does not use program objectives. For
Activity 2 he furnishes the Air Systems Command with the existing force
structure and that which is being recommended. The Systems Command
provides the justification, prices it out, and integrates it into the required
format. The Appropriation Sponsor passes logistics guidance to the MAS
from DOD and sets the timing on submissions of cata.
The size of the program is determined by the force structure.
Priorities within the program call for a joint effort between CNM, DCNO
(Logistics), DCNO (Air), and the Air Systems Command. The final deter-
mination rests with the Chief of Naval Material.
The Air Systems Command manages the funds. The Major Activity
Sponsor is interested in what programs are being accomplished; his next
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concern is their cost. If weaknesses in programs and funding are disclosed,
reprogramming action is initiated.
Activity 3: Ships and Facilities
This activity provides finances for operating and maintaining the
ships in the Navy's attacK, amphibious assault, antisubmarine, anti-air
warfare, and submarine forces.
The Major Activity Sponsor indicates that the role of the Appropria-
tion Sponsor is rather loosely construed with divergent interpretations by
cognizant personnel within the DCNO (logistics) organization. First, the
DCNO (Logistics) is the Appropriation Sponsor, and in this role he is very
much like the CNO. He formulates and provides policy to Fleet Command-
ers and to other fund users for accounting, expenditure, and accountability
of funds.
The MAS functions in support of the Appropriation Sponsor within a
framework of consideration unique to the particular major activity. Of
the Ships and Facilities money under this Major Activity Sponsor, 99 per cent
is for maintenance, operation, and modernization of the active fleet. The
MAS is involved in such functions as scheduling overhauls and implementing
' — i ! wim ' —
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Interview with Captain C. C. Brock, Jr. , USN, Head of the Budget
and Planning Branch, Ships Material Readiness Division, Deputy Chief of
Naval Operations (Logistics), Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,
February 28, 1967.
2





the fleet modernization programs. In these endeavors the primary considera-
tion is carrying out the program within the intent of Congress and with as
much response to program requirements as possible. The efforts are ori-
ented toward maximum accomplishment of the programs within the limitations
imposed by appropriations.
Detailed financial data are received by the Ships Systems Command
and the principal allotment holders (Fleet Commanders) monthly. Detailed
reports are not required at the MAS level. The Major Activity Sponsor for
Activity 3 monitors major expenses, obligations, expenditures, and pro-
grams, but only for the purpose of ascertaining significant variances from
the budgeted plans. The Ships Systems Command has other information
that is readily available for more detailed analysis. For example, the 3M
system is accumulating cost information in some twenty-six sub-system
categories.
In regard to an integrated data system for the Appropriation Sponsor,
the MAS is not sure what purpose it would serve. He is doing the program
-
min^ngnd is monitoring the appropriation money now. With the anticipated
2
changes in program management (Resources Management System ) this
The 3M acronym is an abbreviation for the Navy's 'Material, Main-
tenance Management System. " It is a system that utilizes standard costs
for job orders and work orders to measure actual performance.
U.S. Department of Defense, A Primer on Project PRIME, Novem-
ber, 1966, p. 7. Resource Management Systems is defined as those meth-
ods and procedures used throughout the Department of Defense that (1) deal
with resources, (2) are intended to assist in the management of such




The Major Activity Sponsor relates to the Appropriation Sponsor in
a staff capacity. It is management by exception. The Appropriation Sponsor
is informed of only major problems or reprogramming efforts stemming
from financial ree valuations. This relationship is satisfactory. The
Appropriation Sponsor probably would not benefit from any organizational
improvement or staffing because no one questions the precise role of the
Chief of Naval Operations.
The staffing of the Major Activity Sponsor is adequate it the present
vacancy is filled with a qualified person. In terms of witnesses, the MAS
and the Ships Systems Command personnel participate in an informal man-
ner at the NAVCOMPT and OSD/BOB reviews. The principal witness in
Congressional hearings is the DCNO (Logistics). At these hearings he is
supported by the MAS, NAVCOMPT, the Ships Systems Command, and other
Bureau chiefs.
The only program objectives utilized are those generated in the MAS
organization. There has been no over -all program objective review in
eighteen months. The Fiscal Year .1968 budget disregarded program
objectives. The basic emphasis on monitoring is to get the most for the
dollars expended and to try to keep the maximum number of ships on line.
Priorities and the size of programs are determined by CNO policy.
In the overhaul program, for example, Polaris has first priority. The
carriers, submarines, and destroyers get second consideration. The
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Service, Amphibious, and Mine Forces are third. Actually, the Navy i
not compelled to make decisions on a priority basis because there is no
level of government under the appropriation structure that is prepared to
offer a business budget in the business sense. In a business operation, one
can cut where the economic worth is balanced. The Navy has yet to evolve
to this management position.
There is daily contact with the Ships Systems Command, and the
Fleet Commanders are contacted about every other day. There has been a
problem in doing business with the Ships Systems Command because it is
subordinate to the Chief of Naval Material. Thi3 problem is being remedied
with the establishment of the Fleet Readiness Organization under the CNM.
Activity 4: Medical Care
This activity funds the medical care and hospitalization of Navy and
Marine Corps personnel and their dependants at naval hospitals, dispen-
2
saries, dental clinics, and other specialized medical facilities.
The Major Activity Sponsor states that the Appropriation Sponsor's
role involves planning, programming, budgeting, and execution of the
O&M.N appropriation. In addition, at Congressional hearings he is the
chief witness for the Navy in a justification of these funds.
Interview with Patrick W. Foley, Assistant Head for Budgets and
Programs, Procurement and Plans Review Section, Material Division,
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (.Logistics), Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, February 24, 1967.
p. 56.
2
U.S. Department of the Navy, Budget Digest , Fiscal Year 1967,
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The MAS role is to obtain information and provide guidance and
assistance to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery in developing the
Activity 4 Q&M,N appropriation budget. After this, the MAS defends it at
NAVCOMPT and OSD/BOB hearings. In the Congressional hearings, the
MAS furnishes only supporting data to the DCNO (Logistics). The Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery personnel are also present for technical assistance.
The Major Activity Sponsor receives data on the actual expenditures
of prior years, the prediction of expenditures for the current year and the
budget year, and the justification that supports these data. This consists
of such information as cost per patient day at military and civilian institu-
tions, or active duty strength. .Listings of students, student nurses, and
medical service corps personnel enrolled at the schools are received and
reviewed. Program Change Requests and Program Change Decisions are
also processed through thiB office. Additionally, the MAS monitors the
provisions of public laws to uetermine their relevance to the Navy's medical
program. The O&M.N data received encompass the whole Navy medical
program, including the Marine Corps requirements. In the opinion ol the
MAS, the financial information which he receives is not sufficiently timely.
He believes that a CNQ-integrated data system is needed so that the Appro-
priation Sponsor will have responsive management information to make
sound decisions. The MAS is deeply involved with the programming and
budget data. In the mid-year review, $10 million was recouped and repro-
grammed which would have otherwise been lost.
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In the area of Program Change Requests and Program Change Decisioi.
a closer liaison between the Navy Department Program Information Center
and OP-04D would be desirable. The Center has the responsibility for disserr -
inating the Program Change Requests and Decisions received by the CNO and
collecting them, after appropriate comments by the interested parties. Then
the Center makes recommendations to the CNO based on an analysis of the
comments received. Many times the Program Change Requests and the
Program Change Decisions are routed and are not reviewed by cognizant
personnel in the DCNO {Logistics) organization.
It does not appear that any organizational or staffing change in the
Appropriation Sponsor's organization is needed at this time. However, with
the advent of the Resources Management Systems, the Appropriation Sponsor
will have to broaden the scope and charter of his supporting staff. This sys-
tem will require additional personnel to monitor all the expense operating
budgets for which he will be responsible and these responsibilities should be
centrally controlled. For example, for medical, OP-04D will be involved in
twelve program elements for some 200 unit identification codes. This task
alone is diversified and will probably require two people on a full-ti ne basis.
The Major Activity Sponsor prepared program objectives for the cur-
rent year. The over -all program objectives are combined in NAVCOMPT.
There is a problem in this area stemming from the fact that the guidance
from NAVCOMPT and OSD on program objectives is not given timely.
Guidance from the Appropriation Sponsor is channeled through OP-04D. It
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consists primarily of passing information, setting dates, and drafting
instructions. There is little else offered.
The priorities and size of the programs are determined by the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery after CNO approval. The Bureau usually recom-
mends reprogramming, when appropriate, and the CNO usually approves
it. The CNO and the Bureau enjoy a close relationship and the results are
positive and effective.
In monitoring the budget execution, CNO participates in the mid-year
review, otherwise all monitoring review is accomplished by the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery. The MAS liaison with the QP-04D and the Bureau
is very good, primarily because there is just one Bureau involved and
there are no organizational problems. Furthermore, its personnel are
highly motivated.
Activity 5; Civil Engineering
This major activity provides the financing for the maintenance and
repair of real property, facilities, and civil engineering services for the
naval establishment, including the operation of utilities and transportation,
planning, engineering, and design and contract administration. Seven public
works centers are operated in areas where many naval facilities are located,
by providing centralized services common to several facilities. Another
major funding of this activity is the twelve Construction Battalions (SEABEES),
Interview with Commander T. Hamilton, Jr. , SC, USN, Assistant
to the Head, Shore Activities Control Branch, Deputy Chief of Naval Opera-
tions (Logistics), Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, February 24, 1967.
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which are maintained in a state of readiness to support the operating forces.
These Battalions also construct facilities and operate in the Antarctic area.
The Major Activity Sponsor indicates that in this area of responsibility
he reports to OP-04D as the staff supporting DCNO (Logistics). He envisions
the role of the Appropriation Sponsor as a function of planning, programming,
budgeting, and monitoring. OP-04D is a central place to feed all MAS
requirements, due dates, and problems that come in during the year. The
Appropriation Sponsor uses the MAS for monitoring because the volume of
paperwork is prohibitive for the OP-04D staff to accomplish. OP-04D dis-
tributes all the Program Change Requests and program element information.
AH the information that the DCNO (Logistics) needs as the ppropriation
Sponsor is obtained through the Major Activity Sponsor.
The MAS deals with all the details whereas the Appropriation Sponsor
deals merely with the programs in a more general manner. For Activity 5
he gathers all the information needed to become familiar with the budget
submission for that activity. This starts in August and continues through
February. In August, this involves the budget data necessary for the
NAVCOMPT review; in October, it is the same process for the OSD/BOB
hearings, and again for the Congressional testimony in February. The
Major Activity Sponsor is also busy with the processing of Program Change
Requests between May and September. His relationship is primarily with
U.S. Department of the Navy, Budget Digest, op. cit. , pp. 56-57.
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the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, the Navy Department Program
Information Center, and NAVCOMPT, and these are most adequate. Once
the dollars are apportioned, it is only problems that are brought to his
attention. There is no day-to-day feedback of information or reports
which would permit him to review and evaluate the performance of the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command and its Engineering Field Division
in the execution of the program.
MAS 5 has not been involved in the coordination of programs with
program objectives since his arrival. Budget requirements are generated
in the field and submitted to the Engineering Command. They derive their
budget by using the previous year as a base. NAVCOMPT and OSD/BOB
reviews adjust the priorities and the size of the programs. During mid-year
review, the DCNO (Logistics) makes recommended changes for reprogram-
ming between various Major Activity Sponsors.
In the budget review process, the NAVCOMPT budget presentation
is made by the Engineering Command. NAVCOMPT makes the Navy sub-
mission to OSD/BOB with support by the DCNO (Logistics), the Engineering
Command, and anyone else as needed. In Congressional hearings, the
DCNO (Logistics) is the principal witness and he is backed by the Engineer-
ing Command and designated representatives. The MAS offers the CNO
position whenever it is needed, and this is usually at the NAVCOMPT and
OSD/BOB budget hearings and apportionment. He is also notified of the
Engineering Command's problems which receive wide attention, review, and

dissemination. Broad major program information and performance data
are adequately furnished to the MAS on a timely basis. Details of per-
formance at the activity level are requested as required, and this informa-
tion is readily available.
1
Activity 6: Servicewide Supply
The workload of this activity is directly responsive to fleet, air,
and shore station operations, including major procurement actions. It
encompasses the logistical support of major active forces, both continental
and overseas, at shipyards and at fifteen major supply depots and centers.
Planning and programming for this support, including the procurement
and requirements determination, are accomplished by three inventory
control points of which the Aviation Supply Office in Philadelphia is the
largest. Transportation costs of intra -Navy movement of material are
funded and directed by these inventory control points, including the ship-
2
ments by Military Sea Transportation service.
The Major Activity Sponsor views the Appropriation Sponsor's
responsibility as bein-> derived from the CNO. The Appropriation Sponsor
represents the Navy at all budget hearings from the Congress on down. A
major part of his time is spent in preparing for these hearings. His staff
Interview with Captain V/illiam Sheehan, SC, USN, Head of the
Material Management Branch, Material Division, Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Logistics), Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, March 1,
1967.
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The Major Activity Sponsor views the Appropriation Sponsor's
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represents the Navy at all budget hearings from the Congress on down. A
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i
Interview with Captain William Sheehan, SC, USN, Head of the
Material Management Branch, Material Division, Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Logistics), Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, March 1,
1967.
2
U.S. Department of the Navy, Budget Digest , op. cit. , p. 57.
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(OP-04D) spends most of their time gathering the information needed by the
Sponsor and briefing him on the important aspects of the appropriation.
The Major Activity Sponsor is responsible for policy guidance and
details on its part of the appropriation in support of the Appropriation
Sponsor.
The MAS receives the budget request from the Supply Systems
Command and monitors the complete financial process through apportion-
ment. The office does not maintain accounting records and controls. The
MAS is supply management oriented and performs as an extension of the
Appropriation Sponsor's staff. The needed management information is
available from the Supply Systems Command and specific field activities
upon request. The monitoring conducted by MAS 6 consists of solving
problems which are received from the Supply Systems Command, the
Secretary of the Navy, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and other elements of the CNO organization that have an
interest in the major activity area.
An integrated data system would probably be of value, especially
with the introduction of Resource Management Systems. Under the current
system, the predominant amount of Servicewide Supply money is held by
Stock Points and ICP's, which are all program element oriented; therefore,
pertinent information is easily obtained.
Financial control is exercised at the budget mid -year review meet-
ings. This is accomplished by attending these meetings and supporting the
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CNO policy changes. As an example, last year tie decision was made by
the CNO to support Southeast Asia commitments; hence, certain items had
to be dropped from the original budget submission. This was done to sup-
port the CNO policy and insure that the budget was adequately justified.
Additionally, Program Change Requests and Decisions are reviewed in
detail to determine if they are worthy of CNO approval.
The staffing and organization of the Major Activity Sponsor are
satisfactory at this time. In regard to the staffing and organization of
the appropriation Sponsor, there are no apparent problems, but the impact
of the Resource Management Systems may bring an additional workload.
The NAVCOMPT budget review is presented by the Supply Systems
Command. The MAS and OP-04D participate, in the DOD/BOB and
Congressional reviews, DCNO (Logistics) is the principal witness. In
these hearings he is supported by the Systems Command and the MAS.
vjor activity program objectives are sent directly to OP-Q4D and
they combine them into one program objective for the DCNO (Logistics).
Appropriation Sponsor guidance is received through OP-04D, mostly
by passing Information from DOD and NAVCOMPT. Typically, this infor-
mation involves a. reclama to a budget decision. The MAS coordinates, for
tl CNO, the Command's reclama and evaluates the basis for resubmission.
Regarding the determination of priorities and of the size of pro-
grams, this is done by the Supply Systems Command. It is for the most
part automatic. The Command has over the years conducted studies and set
:
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standards on the cost of processing requisitions or a procurement action.
If budget cuts are incurred, the decrease is taken in the areas of lower
priority. As an example, four commissary stores that have been authorized
are not as yet open because of cutbacks in funds.
MAS 6 has a very close relationship with all liaison contacts.
There are no problems in organization or staffing. Periodic field visits
are made to keep apprised of the implementation of programs. Service -
wide Supply is a program that is not difficult to monitor, and adequate
information is available at all levels.
Activity 7; Servicewide Operations
This Major Activity finances the facilities and programs under the
management of the Chief of Naval Operations, including his headquarters
staff. These are such activities as unified command headquarters, the
naval communication system, the Naval Security Group, the Oceanographic
Office, anc the Naval Intelligence and Programing Services for command
and control systems. Also under this activity are the funding responsibili-
ties for the offices of the Secretary of the Navy, the Judge Advocate Gen-
2
eral of the Navy, and the Chief of Naval Research.
Interview with Mr. Vince Eustis, Head of the Budget and Pro-
graming Bra ptr oiler, Office of Naval Administration,
Vice Chief of Naval Operations, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,
March i, 19'
U.S. Department of the Navy, Budget Digest, p. 57.
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This Major Activity Sponsor defines the role of the Appropriation
Sponsor as the person with the responsioilit/ of putting together the total
budget program. The only time he is involved is when over -all knowledge of
the program is required and when reprogramming action is required at mid-
year review. He is brieieo by the MAS on the details of the program but
the financial administration is generally performed at the Major Activity
level.
The MAS budgets, allocates, and controls the use of funds under his
cognizant activities. He operates through program managers, who, in this
sense, are in charge oi communications stations or naval stations under the
MAS. This Major Activity has some 233 allotments to field activities. The
allotments are issued on an individual basis by the MAS on the basis of
guidance and advice of the program manager. The allotments are usually
annual, with quarterly limitations on the spending. .Each field activity sub-
mits a monthly report, which shows the funds available, the commitments,
obligations, and expenditures. The allotments are broken dovvn by bud
project- -operational (recurring) and nonoperational (nonrecurring). As an
example, harbor crait operations wuula be in the first category, and the
overhaul ol the craft in the other. These field reports are cue at the Major
Activity Sponsor's office by the 15th of the following month. The MAS
manually consolidates these reports by the 20th. Mechanization of the
office woridoad has been explored, and it has been determined that it is not
practicable. However the MAS indicates that if a system were developed
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to get the field reports and consolidation on a more timely basis, better
management decisions could be made.
From the point of view of the MAS, it does not appear that changes in
staffing or organization would be beneficial either to the MAS or to the
Appropriation Sponsor.
In regard to the procedure on witnesses for program requirements,
the input for this begins with the budget submission of each of the field
activities. The MAS conducts a review and merges this into one budget.
This budget is then submitted to NAVCOMPT for its review, and explanations
to the NAVCOMPT analysts are furnished by this office. The Appropriation
Sponsor is not involved until NAVCOMPT completes its review. At this
point the Director of Budgets and Reports of NAVCOMPT makes a presenta-
tion to the Appropriation Sponsor. If the MAS disagrees with NAVCOMPT's
determination, the Appropriation Sponsor decides at this point; if he does
not do so, the matter is submitted to the CNO for resolution.
About October 1 of each year, the budget is submitted in standard
format to OSD/BOB for review. The hearings at this level are informal and
are conducted with the MAS and any of ,the thirty program managers on his
staff. These hearings continue through November and December.
la late December, the Congressional budget submission is made.




The coordination of the Navy Program and Major Activity Program
Objectives is accomplished by the Director oi Navy Program Planning
(OP
-090) (see Fig. 2) by promulgating an overall guide to the Appropriation
Sponsor. This information is passed to the MAS requesting these data to
be submitted to him by a certain time. Recently the Five -Year Defense
Plan has been used and it is only the changes that are requested.
The amount of original guidance provided by the Appropriation
Sponsor to the MAS is limited. The MAS indicates that providing guidance
in an appropriation atmosphere is almost impossible.
The setting of priorities and the size of programs is meet difficult.
The MAS receives the money authorized and fully administers the account-
ing from the major activity down through the budget activity, program, and
program element levels. There is no well -define d priority schedule.
However, when budget cuts are made these are coordinated with all con-
cerned and the cuts are made using value judgments based on various
aspects of the management reports and evaluations of other data. The
control in this area is on an informal basis.
Activity 3: Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves
This Major Activity Sponsor is responsible for the Navy's share of
operating and production costs in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1 located
in Elk Hills Field, California, under the unit plan contract with the
Interview with J. J. Setar, Budget and Administrative Officer,
Office of Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves, March 20, 1967.
-
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Standard Oil Company of California. He also supervises the oil and gas
leases on the Navy's lands in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 2 at Buena
Vista Hills Field in California.
The MAS provides drilling and production of offset wells on Naval
Petroleum Reserve No. 3 at Teapot Dome Field in Wyoming, as well as
drilling and production of gas wells in South Barrow Field of Naval Petro-
leum Reserve Field No. 4 in Alaska. He manages the Naval Oil Shale
Reserves and is administrator for these reserves, including the hiring of
petroleum consultants.
The MAS indicated that the role of the Appropriation Sponsor is
difficult to define as it relates to him because it is not a day-to-day
relationship. It consists primarily of feeding data to OP-04D as requested,
which is mostly programming information and budget justification.
The MAS is in the Office of Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves
and is not within the CNO organization. His office reports directly to the
Under Secretary of the Navy. It is the role of the MAS to plan and develop
the programs and the budget for the Appropriation Sponsor. Most monitor-
ing of the budget is accomplished by the MAS in reviewing monthly reports
received from the field offices located in Tupman, California, and in
Midwest, Wyoming. The bulk of these reports relate to the progress of
contractors and their costs incurred to date. The contractual relationship
is based on a reimbursable cost -type plus fixed-fee contract (unit plan con-
tract). The reports on the other expenses are received quarterly. These

expanses cover the personnel and other related costs which amount to
approximately $225, 000 per year. The monthly and quarterly reports are
1
adequate.
The communications with their field activities is satisfactory.
However, an integrated data system for all the Maj or -Activity Sponsors
would be a better system. On this basis all the costs and performance
can be reviewed and compared to the Five -Year Tefense Plan. The
budgeting and administration of MAS 8 is currently being accomplished
on a continuous program evaluation basis, usually utilising the monthly
reports.
The Director of the Office of Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale
Reserves is the main contact for the program. Typically, the programs
and budget justification are sent to NAVCOMPT. Mark-ups are made, and
most of the differences are noted and settled over the phone. Generally
speaking, the program is easily justified because it is small, usually has
no large increases, and the sales of petroleum more than pay for the
program. The costs incurred for Fiscal 1966 were $4. 6 million, whereas
the income generated by petroleum sales for that same period was $11. 5
2
million. The office does not participate in the OSD/BDB budget hearings




The petroleum sales income is remitted directly to the U.S.
Treasury, as required by law.
'
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Director is there as the principal supporting witness for the Appropriation
Sponsor. During these budget reviews, OP-04D is furnished information
for budget support and justification as requested. Most of the MAS 8 money
is spent by Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1, where one billion barrels of
oil are stored. Any budget cuts are generally taken by Reserve No. 1, and




OTHER APPROPRIATION SPONSOR RELATIONSHIPS
The Navy Comptroller
General
NAVCOMPT provides the CNO and, in particular, the 0&M,N
Appropriation Sponsor with the data on over -all appropriations. In exer-
cising this responsibility, it systematically reviews the entire G&M, N
appropriation at budget submissions and review, apportionment times,
mid -year reviews, and other times, as appropriate; and submits the
results of these reviews with recommendations to the Appropriation Spon-
sor. NAVCOMPT participates with the Appropriation Sponsor in discus-
sions on the results of its reviews on matters involving programs and
financial management decisions and in presenting jointly the results of
these reviews to the CNO and the Secretary of the Navy. NAVCOMPT
establishes savings objective assessments and specific reserves for
major activities. It maintains a continuing review of the execution of the
O&M.N budget plans and programs and furnishes situation reports to the
Appropriation Sponsor. It also screens all contingency requirements, and
obtains concurrence from theAppropriation Sponsor on the feasibility of





In NAVCOMPT there are two offices that interrelate with the Appro-
priation Sponsor, and interviews were conducted with both of these offices.
2
Financial Analyst Branch
In the area of budget performance, this organization is responsible
for reviewing the OfeM.N funding area and examining the progress of spend-
ing against planned performance for the Secretary of the Navy and the
Appropriation Sponsor. This is accomplished strictly on an obligation and
expenditure basis. If the expenditures are out of line, this office contacts
the particular Major Activity Sponsor analysts. The O&M, N expenditures
follow in a pattern since most of it should be recurring operating costs.
Usually when the plan is lagging, it is because normal overhaul? are deferred
because of the current emphasis on Southeast Asia. The Secretary of the
Navy is continually exerting pressure to determine why the allocated funds
are not spent. Sometimes Program Managers have initiated reprogramming
action and this is the reason for differences between the amounts authorized
and the amounts actually spent. Another reason may be that money is held
back for political reasons based upon a desired effect on the monetary control
of the Nation's economy.
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Department of the Navy, Office of the Comptroller, NAVCOMPT
Instruction 7042. 14, Operation and Maintenance, Navy; appropriation
administration of, May 4, 1962.
Interview with Richard E. Pett, Financial Analyst Branch, Progress
Reports and Statistics Division, Director of Budgets and Reports, Office of
the Navy Comptroller, February 28, 1967.
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Financial reports on the status of the }&M,N funds are received
from the Navy Finance Center, Washington, D.C.
,
indicating the appropria-
tion, obligation, commitment, and reimbursable information. These
reports of status are supposed to be received twenty -two days after the
reporting period. Because of this long delay, a special flash report is
prepared on the seventeenth, which contains some information that is actual
and only partly estimated. An accurate and responsive information system
is needed in order to make more timely management decisions. The first
problem encountered is identifying the cost performance as early as possi-
ble. The present reports are too late to take action. When significant
variances are noted, reprogramming action has been taken at the lower levels
in the organization, and top management is unaware of the problem. As an
example, if a ship's overhaul must be delayed because of some slippage in
scheduling, the money might be better used in another way or for a different
type of ship. As of the end of February, 1967, the January 31 report of
actual expenses had not been received. The flash report method has too
many large deviations when compared with the actual report received some
two or more weeks later. The estimates in the flash report are at best
estimates subject to human error because at the higher levels of management,
not all the factors involved are readily discernible.
JLiaison is maintained by personal contact and by telephone with all
the Major Activity Sponsors In Washington, D.C. , at an organizational level
that is usually below the CNO organization. When required, direct
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communication flows to separate commands. Keeping the Secretary of the
Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations, and the Chief of Naval Material cur-
rently briefed is sometimes a problem because of the difficulty of evaluating
the many problems and changes in the administration of the O&M.N funds.
Q&M,N Branch 1
The head of the O&M.N Branch indicated that the Appropriation
Sponsor has over-all program management and coordination responsibility
for the O&M.N funds. As the Appropriation Sponsor, he provides staff
assistance for decisions on the use and availability of resources and the
evaluation of budget requirements.
This office is in olved with the Appropriation Sponsor in both the
budget submission and the budget apportionment and execution phases.
Budget submission. --Annually, NAVCOMPT sends a request for
budget submissions to the Bureaus, Systems Commands, and Offices with
a due date of August 15 for the fortheoming budget. This request is made
eleven months before the budget is implemented. NAVCOMPT reviews
these submissions for both the Appropriation Sponsor and the Secretary of
the Navy under the NAVCOMPT charter. Recommendations resulting from
this review are sent back to the specific Bureaus, Offices, and Systems
Commands concerned. Copies are also sent to the CNO (the Appropriation
Interview with John Lobi, Head, 0&M,N Branch, Estimates and
Analysis Division, Director of Budgets and Reports, Office of the Navy
Comptroller, February 28, 1967.
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Sponsor). The NAVCOMPT recommendation are highly influenced by the
NAVCOMPT charter and political judgments may also influence some of the
recommendations. For example, the amount of justification required by the
Congress may have to be in greater detail in certain areas than in others,
depending on Congressional interest.
At this time the Appropriation Sponsor directs his program sponsors
and other commands to review the NAVCOMPT recommendations and consult
with the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands concerned to determine
if there are rebuttals for the reclama to NAVCOMPT. During this time
there is informal daily personal contact with all interested parties; then all
reclamas are submitted to NAVCOMPT. The final document coming out of
this process bi the NAVCOMPT mark-up, which shows the status of differ-
ences between what was recommended and what was finally decided. The
Navy budget is presented to the Secretary of the Navy and any differences
still unresolved are settled.
At this juncture, the Navy has a formalized budget and NAVCOMPT,
the Appropriation Sponsor, the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands
all join together in supporting the Navy's submission in the OSD/BOB re-
view. This review usually takes place about October I. NAVCOMPT makes
the presentation and justifies the programs. As a result of the OSD/BOB
review, the Program Budget Decisions are issued. When the Navy reclamas
are entered, NAVCOMPT must get the Appropriation Sponsor's concurrence.
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After the OSD/BOB review of the Navy budget has been completed,
the budget is formalized for the Presidential budget submission to Congress
sometime between February and April. The OSD/BOB presentation to
Congress is general in nature and dwells on the nine defense programs.
OSD usually comments on defense levels. In explaining the Navy program
to Congress, the Appropriation Sponsor is the principal witness. In mat-
ters of financial or technical support, NAVCOMPT, the Bureaus, Offices,
cud Systems Commands provide the necessary support for the Appropriation
Sponsor. At this point, the apportionment and budget execution process
starts.
Budget ^Apportionment /Budget Execution. --The Head, O&M.N
Branch views his duties as being two-fold. First, he has a responsibility
to the NAVCOMPT, as established under the Comptroller's charter for
fiscal responsibility Navy -wide. Secondly, he is responsible for appropria-
tion administration, financial advice, and assistance to the O&M.N Appro-
priation Sponsor. In his role in support of the Appropriation Sponsor, he
is obligated to make periodic reviews of the appropriation and advise him
of the status and any serious financial ramifications. This is accomplished
at apportionment reviews and mid-year reviews.
At the apportionment review, all Bureaus, Offices, and Systems
Commands submit substantiating data wiicn indicate the use of the funds.
This starts in May or June before the funding is out. NAVCOMPT reviews
all the apportionment requests and, on the basis of this analysis, makes
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recommendations and suggestions to the Appropriation Sponsor. These
usually relate to resource limitations and reprogramming actions, involving
such specific items as the proper acceleration oi overhead, realistic
appraisals of program accomplishment, and the feasibility of price deter-
minations. This review is a complete program analysis based on detailed
factual information. After all the information is cerived to support the
detailed program analysis, funds are requested from OSD/BOB.
NAVCOMPT is aware of what Congress has directed, and the funding
requests are made with the intent of Congress used as a guide. The request
for funds is justified to OSD/BOB in the name of the Appropriation Sponsor
and NAVCOMPT. Additional support for the Appropriation Sponsor and
NAVCOMPT is provided by the Chief of Naval Material, the Bureaus, Offices,
and Systems Commands. The support may be written or verbal.
In June, when the first quarterly apportionment process is complete,
the yearly 0&M,N budget is transmitted to OSD/BOB for approval. The
same type of review is conducted as in the apportionment with the same
organizational entities providing justification and support. When the DOD/
BOB review process has been satisfactorily completed the BOB apportion-
ment is requested. When this is allocated to NAVCOMPT, a half of 1 per
cent contingency fund is deducted by putting limitations or restrictions on
the funds distributed to the claimants in the lower levels of the Navy organi-
zation. This gives the Appropriation Sponsor a capability and flexibility
to meet unforeseen contingencies.
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The money allocated to the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands
has a degree of flexibility in that any of them can reprogram up to $2 million
in the aggregate before coming into NAVCOMPT. If financial reports indi-
cate there is a large change in the budget execution from the planned pro-
gram, NAVCOMPT notifies the Appropriation Sponsor and others concerned.
in NAVCOMPT the allocations and reports of performance are in
terms of dollars. When there are significant variances from the planned
program, NAVCOMPT consults with the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems
Commands and requests explanations of why the program is not being
carried out as originally planned.
In January, at the mid-year review, NAVCOMPT tries to establish
a balanced priority between the present program and the unfunded require-
ments. This is accomplished by determining what resources are available
to meet these new requirements through a budget call 1 to the Bureaus,
Offices, and Systems Commands. The budget call' requests specific
data for the particular program changes being recommended. This
analysis embraces an examination of the original program and what was
allocated. Questions such as these are asked: What can the command do
in the program? What can it not do? What is available for reprogramming ?
When this information is received, NAVCOMPT spends about two weeks
analyzing the data and formalizing recommendations for presentation to the
Appropriation Sponsor. About one week is utilized by the Appropriation
Sponsor in settling the differences between the NAVCOMPT recommendations
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and those of the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands. Frequently,
the matters under consideration involve other organizational entities, such
as CNM, CNO, and other DCNO's, reaching final determinations. If repro-
gramming is recommended, QSD approval is needed.
The mid-year review process usually requires five weeks. Last
year it was accomplished in three. Current emphasis is on getting accurate
information faster to decrease the time necessary for the decision -making
process. Presently, the data used are a combination of (1) actual obliga-
tions and expenditures reported and (2) estimates of expenses not yet avail-
able because the information system was not responsive to current needs.
The present time lag has to be overcome in order to render timely manage-
ment decisions. Otherwise the money under consideration is spent before
the Commands can be notified of the change in funding.
In May and June, problems occur both in new requirements and in
areas where money is not spent. This happens because plans in an organi-
zation as large as the Navy historically become changed somewhat in their
execution. A better management information system with more precise
and detailed management data woulc" be most desirable in this area.
The Appropriation Sponsor has not defined hi3 information require-
ments in terms of specific data needed to make his management decisions.
In this same area the present NAVCOMPT reporting system is incapable of
being analyzed in depth for several reasons: (1) Section 3679 of the Anti-
Deficiency Act emphasizes keeping spending within certain limitations to
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avoid legal problems and constaints; (2) the present type of reporting
does not indicate the accomplishments made against the plans; and (3) the
financial reports are highly summarized and are not susceptible to detailed
analysis.
The Office of the Chief of Naval Material
The Office of the Chief of Naval Material (CNM) in the Department
of the Navy chain of command is organizationally between the six systems
commands and the CNO (see Fig. 4). Therefore, the CNM provides the
organizational coordination and interface between the Appropriation Sponsor
and the Systems Commands.
The Programming and Budget Officer for the CNM sees the role of
the Appropriation Sponsor as one of determining the priorities of the Navy's
needs by evaluating the financial requirements of the six Systems Commands,
Another responsibility is determining the program objectives, which are
the basis for budget submissions from the Systems Commands to the CNM.
The CNM formulates the budget material for all six Commands. Last year
the program objectives were not used extensively. All policy decisions of
the Systems Commands on financial matters should be routed through the
CNM. However, there are times when the CNM is circumvented. CNM
contact with the OP-04D staff is only occasional. Routine day-to-day work
'Interview with Nicholas Georgatsas, Programming and Budget
Officer, Office of the Chief of Naval Material, March 2, 1967.
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of the Systems Commands with NAVCOMPT is conducted on a direct basis
most of the time without consulting the CNM.
In regard to monitoring the budget, progress reports are received
monthly- -usually from the 20th to the end of the month for the accounting
period ending on the last day of the previous month. Some of the reports
are fiscal information in the usual budget structure of commitments, obliga-
tions, and appropriations. Others relate to performance such as the status
of ship overhauls and alterations. The reporting system is slow. How-
ever, the CNM receives the information as quickly as the Systems Com-
mands. If the reporting information were received earlier, it would make
very little difference because the higher levels of management cannot be as
responsive to problems as can a field activity. When the field activities or
System 3 Commands encounter critical problems, these are sent up the
chain of command. The CNM has a plan that indicates the predicted rate of
obligation and if there is a lag it is easily determined by the monthly reports.
However, the CNM has a limited amount of personnel, so that action in these
areas is usually routed to the Systems Commands for resolution. Generally
speaking, if a problem involves policy, it is written by the CNM from infor-
mation received from the Systems Commands.
At the NAVCOMPT hearings the witnesses who justify the budget
submission are from the particular Systems Commands management code
concerned. At this same time, their budget submissions are processed
through the CNM. At the OSD/BOB hearings, the CNM is represented with
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the Appropriation Sponsor and the Systems Commands. The CNM, the
Chiefs of the Systems Commands, and the Bureaus attend the Congressional
hearings in support of the Appropriation Sponsor as the principal witness.
In regard to the coordination of the program and major activity
objectives, the CNM has not been involved. The CNM did not use these last
year, and they are not used very much by the Systems Commands. The
CNM has, to date, not received adequate guidance from the Appropriation
Sponsor.
In regard to who determines priorities and size of the programs,
the CNO determines the priorities, and the size is determined by the budgets
submitted to OSD. After the OSD/BOB review, the Program Budget Deci-
sions are issued, which usually reduce the size of the program in certain
areas. CNM may enter a reclama, but if not, the budget reduction is taken
where OSD/BOB makes it. If a reclama is made and not accepted, and if the
CNM still feels strongly about the reduction, it may reprogram money under
the $5 million aggregate authorization unless specifically restrained by
higher authority from doing this. The priority system in the budget execu-
tion phase exists at the command level. It is usually a Systems Command
problem solved by using value judgment factors with the supportable data at
the field.
Liaison with Bureaus and the Systems Commands is usually con-
ducted by telephone. There does not appear to be an organizational problem.
Whenever a change in policy is desired, it is submitted to the CNO. The
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CNM has been within the CNO'3 organization only since May 1, 1966, and
there are still some refinements in organizational relationships and




The introduction to this study posed the question: "Is the CNO,
O&M.N Appropriation Sponsor organized in an optimum manner to facili-
tate the Navy's management decision -making process?"
In an effort to find an answer to this question, pertinent books,
manuals, directives, and instructions pertaining to the Appropriation
Sponsor and the requirements of the Planning, Programming, and Budget-
ing System were reviewed and evaluated. In this study primary emphasis
was given to the Appropriation Sponsor's responsibilities as delineated in
the Navy Programming Manual. The organization of the Department of the
Navy was analyzed in order to relate the Appropriation Sponsor's placement
and interrelationships within the Navy organization. Personal interviews
were conducted with each of the eight Major Activity Sponsors who support
the Appropriation Sponsor in the OfcM,N management and administration of
funds. Interviews were also conducted with personnel in the Office of the
Navy Comptroller and the Office of the Chief of Naval Material, whose
offices also render support to the Appropriation Sponsor. The summary




In the Navy the O&M, N Appropriation Sponsor of the CNO is basically
responsible for guiding and coordinating the objectives of all Program and
Major Activity Sponsors, for resolving the priority and size of these pro-
grams within the appropriation; for presenting and justifying the Navy pro-
grams; for reviewing the status and performance of programs; and for
maintaining liaison with the Appropriation Administrators (Bureaus, Offices,
and Systems Commands). These responsibilities start in the early stages
of budget development and continue through to final budget execution. His
organization staff and information system must be adequate to achieve
program effectiveness and to satisfy the environmental pressures of the
SECNAV, DOD, BOB, the President, Congress, and others.
In his formal relationships, the O&M, N Appropriation Sponsor
relies heavily on his Assistant for Programs and Budget, the Major
Activity Sponsors, NAVCOMPT, and the Chief of Naval Material in comply-
ing with the requirements of the DOD planning, programming, and budgeting
system. The Assistant for Programs is charged with being a total informa-
tion center supporting the Appropriation Sponsor in obtaining timely informa-
tion to defend budget submission and execution. The Major Activity Sponsors
are responsible for performing the same function as the Appropriation Spon-
sor within their respective assigned elements. NAVCOMPT's duties are to
conduct reviews of all phases of the entire appropriation and to present the
results of these reviews to the Appropriation Sponsor. These NAVCOMPT
duties also embrace reviewing Program Budget Decisions and Program
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Budget Requests and rendering recommendations on the impact of these
actions on the appropriation. The Chief of Naval Material is responsible
to the Appropriation Sponsor for coordinating the appropriation data of the
six Systems Commands. The current CNM organizational relationship has
existed only since the reorganization of the Navy on May 1, 1966.
Assistant for Programs and Budget
This office provides staff assistance in gathering the total infor-
mation required for the O&M, N Appropriation Sponsor's responsibility.
The responsibility includes being a central contact point on all program and
budget matters; coordinating and providing guidance to the Major Activity
Sponsors; screening and commenting on management proposals; justifying
presentations at various program and budget reviews; and monitoring the
budget execution.
The Assistant for Programs and Budget, acting for the Appropria-
tion Sponsor, does not do all, nor is he capable of doing all, that is
required as delineated in the Navy Programming Manual. He does not
jointly coordinate the major activity sponsors or set priorities and size of
the programs within the O&M, N appropriation, or provide adequate written
guidance to the Major Activity Sponsors on how to review and monitor the
appropriation.
The major reasons that these responsibilities are not accomplished
are in the cumbersome organization, insufficient staff, lack of time to
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prepare responses to inquiries, and an inadequate information system.
The Assistant for Programs and Budget Office has a personal staff 01 two
people who spend most of their time in building, justifying, and gaining
approval of their budget. In the Appropriation Sponsor's organization, only
four of the Major Activity Sponsors are under his direct management con-
trol. One MAS is directly under the Under Secretary of the Navy; the
others are in the Bureau of Personnel, OP-05, and OP-09B, respectively.
This situation presents a problem of dual allegiance and responsibility.
In regard to time, many important management decisions, such as
reciamas to PBD's, have to be made in as short a time as seventy -two
hours. This office does not have the detailed books of account, and in
most instances the Major Activity Sponsors do not have them either. It
is therefore difficult to acquire precise relevant information in the short
time that is available, other than through short-cuts and innovations, to
make sound management recommendations ano decisions. NAVCOMPT
has the responsibility for total appropriations administration, but the
Appropriation Sponsor has not advised NAVCOMPT of the specific manage-
ment reports he desires..
The Major Activity Sponsors
The Major Activity Sponsors are unique in that each has a differ-
ent type of function. The effectiveness of each is based on the quality of
his discretion, not on Appropriation Sponsor guidance. In the case of
MAS 1 (BuPers), MAS 2 (Weapons and Facilities), MAS 7 (Servicewide
*
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Operations), and MAS 3 (Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves), adequate
management information data are available within each organization. In all
but MAS 2, the book3 of account are maintained on-site. Each of these four
organizations has direct access to superiors of an equal or higher organiza-
tional status than the Appropriation Sponsor. MAS 3 (Ships and Facilities),
MAS 4 (Medical Care), MAS 5 (Civil Engineering), and MAS 6 (Servicewide
Supply) are located within the Appropriation Sponsor's organization and each
has access to required management information on request from the Bureaus,
Offices, and Systems Commands. Where a Major Activity Sponsor actually
possesses accounting records and performance data, he is in a better posi-
tion to review the complete budget process. On the other hand, when an
MAS does not have a responsive information system, his effectiveness is
limited by the need to obtain information on periodic requests on problems
that come up from lower levels in the Navy organization. In these cases,
his function is fragmented, and reviewing the budget process is very difficult.
In looking at the Major Activity Sponsor from an overview, each
operates independently. Presently there is no mechanism to coordinate the
endeavors of all of them into an integrated effort. Because of this situation,
the Appropriation Sponsor is not in a position to compare one MAS with
another and determine through evaluation the impact of alternative courses of
action, except during the mid -year review. Typically, when financial prob-
lems occur, other than at mid -year review, they are resolved on an ad hoc or
special basis. When an emergency situation arises that requires funding, the
*
Appropriation Sponsor cannot evaluate the performance of programs on an
informal basis. He needs to be informed of those programs with the least
priority in order to make decisions on the allocation of func .
Office of the Comptroller of the
Navy (NAVCOMPT)
NAVCOMPT is responsible to the 0&M.,N Appropriation Sponsor for
over-ail appropriations administration. Initial budget submissions are made
to NAVCOMPT by the Bureaus, Offices, and Systems Commands. After
NAVCOMPT makes recommendations in the review form of the NAVCOMPT
mark-up, these recommendations are sent to the Bureaus, Offices, and
Systems Commands with copies to the Appropriation Sponsor. The Appro-
priation Sponsor has the role of a decision maker at meetings which follow
where reclamas to the NAVCOMPT mark-up are presented by the interested
parties. Almost all of the problems are handled at this level. However, in
instances where problems cannot be resolved, the decision is made at
higher levels, with the Secretary of the Navy having the final decision, if
necessary.
At the OSD /BOB review, NAVCOMPT, the Appropriation Sponsor,
and the Bureaus, Offices and Systems Commands act as one entity in sup-
porting the Navy budget. The PBD's that result from this review are proc-
essed by NAVCOMPT coordinated with the office of the Appropriation Spon-




At Congressional hearings the Appropriation Sponsor makes the
presentation of the Navy's programs. He is backed up with detailed infor-
mation by the Bureaus, Offices, Systems Commands, andNAVCQMPT.
In carrying out the responsibility of budget and execution, the
NAVCOMPT makes detailed reviews during apportionments and during the
mid -year review of the appropriation. These reviews usually relate to
resource limitations, reprogramming actions, program accomplishment,
the feasibility of accounting practices, and the utilization of contingency
reserves. As the reviews of NAVCOMPT continue, an attempt is made to
establish a balanced priority between the present program and unfunded
requirements. The NAVCOMPT reviews emphasize obtaining accurate
information on a timely basis. The data used are a combination of actual
obligations and expenditures reported by field activities and estimates of
financial inlormation not yet available. The 0&M,N appropriation informa-
tion system is not responsive to top-level management needs since reports
are often one month after-the-fact when received, and the procedure for
estimating expenditures is prone to large deviations from the actual reports
suDsequently received. The present reporting system is not, in fact,
analyzed in depth because of concern for Section 3679 of the Anti -Deficiency
Act, which stresses not spending more than certain limitations to avoid
legal problems and constraints. This requires management to conform to
the letter of the law rather than reevaluating whether the money should be
useci in a more productive manner. The present reporting system,
*
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furthermore, doe3 not relate the accomplishments made relative to the plans
and programs, and the financial reports are highly summarised and not
susceptible to detailed analysis required by the Appropriation Sponsor.
Office of the Chief of Naval Material (CK
The Chief of Naval Material provides the organizational link and
coordination between the Appropriation Sponsor and the Systems Commands.
All policy decisions relating to the Systems Commands on financial mat-
ters need to be submitted to him for approval. However, there have been
instances when he has not been consulted.
This Office receives monthly performance reports, which are
usually developed as of the end of the preceding month. These reports
pertain to both fiscal and performance information. However, the reporting
system in slow and not conducive to making management decisions except at
lower levels. The Chief of Naval Material has a master plan that indicates
the predicted rate of obligations, and if there is a lag, it is easily deter-
mined by the monthly reports. If the problem does not involve policy, it
passed to the Systems Commands for resolution.
The Systems Commands conduct their routine day-to-day work on
a direct baste with other organizations without consulting the CNM. All
Systems Command problems involving policy are processed by the CNM
from information received from the Commands.
In regard to coordinating the program and major activity objectives,
the Chief of Naval Material and the Systems Commands have not been very
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much involved. Emphasis is put on following financial objectives of the
budget and appropriation structure. The CNM does not receive adequate
written appropriation guidance from the Appropriation Sponsor. However,
budget guidance i* issued by NAVCOMPT through issuance of the budget-call.
The CNM also participates in ail program and budget decisions involving
the budget process of the Systems Commands.
The priorities and size of the programs are determined by the
budget process. If budget cuts are made at higher levels, they are taken
in the specific area indicated. Otherwise, the Chief of Naval Material
may reprogram up to a $5 million aggregate if not directed to the contrary.
Findings^
Research has shown that the principal focus of the Appropriation
Sponsor is addressed to three major areas: budget submission, budget
review, and budget execution.
Analysis of the information presented indicates that he is able to
accomplish the first two responsibilities even though NAVCOMPT has a dual
allegiance to the Appropriation Sponsor and the Secretary of the Navy and
the splintered structure of the Major Activity Sponsor organization.
NAVCOMPT, under its charter, has allegiance to the Secretary of the Navy
for the formulation of principles, policies, and procedures in the areas of
budget, accounting, audit, and progress and statistical reporting within the
Department of the Navy. The essence of this responsibility is to achieve
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optimum management with efficiency and economy. Qn the other hand,
the NAVCOMPT is also responsible for over-all appropriation administra-
tion to the O&M, N Appropriation Sponsor. This relationship is a dichotomy
which presents a conflict of interest in what is required by the staff role
of fiscal responsibility for all organizations in the Navy and the over -all
appropriation administration responsibility for one of its elements. Rela-
tive to the eight Major Activity Sponsors, only four of them are within the
Appropriation Sponsor's organization. Three of the Major Activity Spon-
sors are integral parts of other organizations within the CNO, and the other
one is located in the office of the Under Secretary of the Navy. For the
most part, these organizational obstacles have been successfully handled
through effective liaison and the detailed review and justification procedures
adhered to in the Department of the Navy.
In the area of budget execution, however, the results are not quite
as successful. The chief difficulties that seem to affect the results are the
requisite for establishing the size and priorities of programs; the necessity
for adequate appropriation guidance to NAVCOMPT and the Major Activity
Sponsors; the need to effect joint coordination of objectives of all programs
and Mai or Activity sponsors; and the need to monitor the budget execution
phase on a continuous basis.
For the Appropriation Sponsor to have more effective management
of the O&.M, N funds would involve his increasing the size of the OP-04D staff
and a series of other administrative actions, such as defining the
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organizational relationships of the Major Activity Sponsors, NAVCOMPT,
the Office of the Chief of Naval Material, the Bureaus, and the Systems
Commands in support of the Appropriation Sponsor; furnishing appropria-
tion guidance to these same organizations; establishing joint coordination
of the objectives of ail programs and Major Activity Sponsors; providing
a system for monitoring the execution phase on a continuous basi3; and
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